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ABSTRACT:

A summary of 246 studies published in

understanding of the biophysical and social factors that

2016 on topics related to the characterization and

influence watershed-scale implementation of low impact

management of urban stormwater runoff is presented in the

development and other stormwater control measures.

following review. The review is structured along three
major topical areas: (1) general characterization of
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pavement,

greenroofs, and rainwater harvesting and (3) watershed-

Introduction

scale application of stormwater treatment and control

Urban stormwater runoff is recognized as a

practices. Common research themes and needs highlighted

leading cause of degradation in streams and other aquatic

throughout this review include efforts to better understand

ecosystems. The impacts of stormwater runoff – which

stormwater transport and treatment mechanisms and their

include increased flood frequency, streambank erosion,

representation in models, advancements to optimize the

eutrophication, habitat loss, and acute or chronic toxicity to

design of stormwater control measures to meet specific

aquatic biota – are a direct result of changes in the quantity,

hydrologic and/or water quality targets, and increasing

frequency, and quality of surface runoff following increases

—————————

in impervious surface cover and hydraulic expediency that
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accompany urbanization. To mitigate these impacts, a
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green

infrastructure (GI) and low impact design (LID). For

implementation of effective stormwater controls and

consistency with Vogel and Moore (2016) and to avoid

treatment methods (Zhang, Che et al., 2016). Data

confusion by readers, the general phrase “stormwater

collection and analysis can provide information on current

treatment and control practices” is adopted throughout this

stormwater conditions and behavior. These data also

review, along with LID, which, for the purpose of this

support the construction of predictive stormwater quantity

review, is used to refer to any system of stormwater

and quality models, which can be an important tool for

treatment and control practices in which natural processes

understanding stormwater behavior under unobserved

are employed to manage stormwater at its source.

and/or changing conditions.

The objective of this paper is to provide a

Quantity. The accuracy of rainfall-runoff models

comprehensive review of the literature published in 2016

relies heavily on proper parameterization. Ajmal et al.

on the topics of urban stormwater control and treatment.

(2016) continued to build on their 2015 work focusing on

This review follows the same organization as Vogel and

the applicability of the Natural Resources Conservation

Moore (2016), beginning with an overview of general

Service (NRCS) model for forested steep slope runoff by

stormwater quality and quantity characteristics, followed

recommending a modified initial abstraction parameter

by a summary of studies published regarding seven of the

which

most common engineered stormwater treatment and control

statistically significant improvement in 35 of 39 tested

practices (erosion and sediment control, constructed

watersheds. In highly urbanized watersheds, Ebrahimian et

stormwater ponds, constructed stormwater wetlands,

al. (2016) focused on improving the performance of

bioretention,

and

rainfall-runoff models through more precise estimation of

rainwater harvesting), and then a review of studies

the effective impervious area (EIA) via a successive

assessing application and/or optimization of stormwater

weighted least square (WLS) method. The WLS method

treatment and control practices at the watershed scale.

was used to estimate EIA for 50 basins and the ratio of EIA

Finally, a set of papers that filled innovative research

to total impervious area (EIA/TIA) for 42 residential

niches outside of the aforementioned categories is

basins. Although the authors identified statistics for

reviewed, followed by a summary of research themes and

EIA/TIA in residential basins, they caution against the use

needs to continue the advancement of stormwater treatment

of the mean EIA/TIA ratio to predict EIA in ungauged

and control.

basins due to high variability in EIA/TIA resulting in low

permeable

pavement,

greenroofs,

improved

overall

model

performance

with

statistical confidence in the mean EIA/TIA ratio.
In addition to parameterization, the impact of

General Stormwater
An understanding of stormwater quantity and

green space type, geometry, and connectivity on runoff

quality in urban settings is critical for the design and

quantity was investigated (Donovan et al., 2016; Kim and
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Park, 2016). The role of landscape configuration on peak

al. (2016) demonstrated the importance of data availability

runoff was examined in four metropolitan areas of Texas

when comparing the application of semi-distributed (SD)

using a least square regression analysis (Kim and Park,

and fully-distributed (FD) models for the prediction of

2016). Large, clustered, and connected patches of

flooding in two case studies: 1.5 km2 flat watershed with

vegetation were found to be likely to reduce peak flows

insufficient inlet capacity in Portugal and an 8.5 km2 flat

versus small, fragmented, and isolated green space. In

watershed with surface ponding in the United Kingdom.

Portland, Oregon, Donovan et al. (2016) also investigated

The SD model outperformed the FD model in both case

the impact of vegetation on peak flows and discovered low

studies, where the FD models overestimated surface storage

ground cover had a statistically relevant impact on

due to insufficient data availability and refinement.

stormwater runoff peak flow in the summer. However, they

However, when data are available to properly calibrate and

found no statistically significant impact of trees (high

validate FD models such as stormwater runoff modeling

cover) on summer or winter peak flows, nor did they find

system (SWARM) models and the stormwater management

any impact of low ground cover in winter, suggesting

models (SWMM), their predictive capabilities can inform

additional statistical analysis of intact basins is needed to

decisions related to future land use and climate conditions

truly understand the impact of green space on stormwater

(Abdul-Aziz and Al-Amin, 2016; Blair and Sanger, 2016).

quantity at the urban catchment scale.

Changes

in

stormwater

runoff

due

to

increased

Application and development of computational

imperviousness and potential changes in precipitation

models for stormwater quantity is reliant on the amount and

patterns occur on different time scales and the impact of

resolution of data available. While most do focus on the

multiple changes in a watershed is not additive. Therefore,

physical behavior of the system, physical models tend to

it is essential that predictive stormwater quantity models

perform poorly when predicting extreme events such as

consider the combinatory impact of land use and climate

flooding Gaitan et al. (2016) analyzed openly available

change possibilities.

socioeconomic and environmental datasets in Amsterdam,

Quality. Stormwater runoff carries with it a

Netherlands by multiple linear regression (MLR) and found

diverse set of contaminants including, but not limited to

that imperviousness and distance to the watershed outlet

suspended solids, heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic

were the only strong predictors of flood complaints by

hydrocarbons (PAHs) and various nutrients. Understanding

residents. Interestingly, areas close to watershed outflows

the processes responsible for contaminant transport is of

were more prone to flooding suggesting surface flooding,

particular importance in stormwater quality modeling. The

overloading, or backwater effects are the cause of the

modeling of build-up and wash-off processes in urban

flooding. In addition to difficulty describing extreme

catchments was a focus of several studies in 2016. Some

events, physical models are usually data intensive. Pina et

researchers built and demonstrated their own models, such
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as MEDUSA (Modelled Estimates of Discharges for Urban

CANOE model. Although the model adequately depicted

Stormwater Assessments) created by Fraga et al. (2016).

water quantity behavior in a 0.12 km2 basin, the researchers

Hong, Bonhomme, Le, and Chebbo (2016) applied the

were unable to adequately model water quality, likely due

physically-based FullSWOF and Hairsine-Rose (HR)

to the importance of raindrop-driven detachment of TSS in

models to the build-up and wash-off of total suspended

the wash-off processes. The search for appropriate models

solids (TSS) in a small road catchment. Raindrop-driven

to describe build-up and wash-off processes indicates an

detachment was identified as the primary process

uncertainty as to how to model the physical processes

responsible for TSS wash-off and transport during the first

involved. Although several authors identified raindrop-

part of a rainstorm. Qin et al. (2016) also focused on the

driven detachment as a driving force in water quality

wash-off process and developed a logistic wash-off model

modeling, Wijesiri et al. (2016a) demonstrated that the

which assumes contaminant loads available for wash-off

uncertainty in wash-off models is actually less significant

increase with cumulative runoff volume following a

to the overall model results than uncertainty in the

logistic curve (S-shaped curve). The logistic wash-off

contaminant

model predicted first, middle, and last flush behavior better

research to understand and model build-up processes would

than the commonly used exponential model though the

have the greatest impact on improving water quality

authors caution this may be due to two additional

models.

build-up

process

suggesting

additional

calibration parameters for the logistic model. Al Ali et al.

Analysis of heavy metal loads in stormwater

(2016) investigated the performance of the exponential

runoff over the past 30 years produced little evidence of

build-up model in SWMM and a power function for build-

increasing

up. SWMM performed well in short term, single-event

urbanization. There is evidence of global-scale decreases in

conditions but failed to replicate long term trends in TSS

lead (Pb) but other observed changes in heavy metal

transport; ultimately neither model could not be adequately

concentrations, such as chromium (Cr) and copper (Cu), are

calibrated to produce acceptable results. Chunlin et al.

likely due to site-specific factors (Sharley et al., 2016). One

(2016) also explored the use of SWMM to model water

source of heavy metal contamination is stormwater runoff

quality and quantity concerns in a highly-urbanized basin.

from various impervious surfaces. Charters et al. (2016)

While water quantity behavior was fairly well described,

compared heavy metal and TSS loads from three roofs and

water quality modeling was less successful with specific

one roadway and found that TSS transport from roofs was

difficulty in reproducing total phosphorus concentrations.

source limited while TSS and heavy metal transport from

Hong, Bonhomme, and Ghassan (2016) had a similar issue

roadways is transport limited, thus indicating significant

when demonstrating the TRENOE model consisting of a

build-up of TSS and metal availability on the roadways.

2D physically-based TREX model and 1D conceptual

Similar results for TSS wash-off from impervious surfaces

metal

concentrations

with
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increasing

were also reported by Leutnant et al. (2016); TSS wash-off

over a parking lot and measured TSS, heavy metals and

from roof sources was determined to be source limited

PAH concentrations in the parking lot runoff. The mean

while parking lot and street runoff was transport limited.

concentrations were inversely correlated with storm

The researchers suggest stormwater quality models need to

duration and intensity, likely a result of dilution. Huber,

account for differences in transport and source limited

Welker and Helmreich (2016) completed a compilation of

behavior.

294 sites and, in addition to weak correlations between
In an effort to explain the variability observed in

heavy metals and precipitation factors, also found the ADP

metal loads, several researchers investigated correlations

was a statistically significant predictor of heavy metals.

between heavy metal loads and traffic parameters and

Shen et al. (2016) also saw a positive correlation between

hydrological conditions in 2016. The most commonly

ADP and heavy metal loads in the surface dust of urban

reported correlations were between heavy metal loads and

roads and roofs in Beijing China. In addition, the dust from

traffic volume, antecedent dry period (ADP), and land use

urban roads with small grain sizes had higher pollutant

type. Percot et al. (2016) utilized a new method to assess

concentrations. Wijesiri et al. (2016b) also found that the

the contribution of atmospheric deposition of heavy metals

majority of heavy metals in build-up and wash-off were

and determined atmospheric deposition was not a

present in the fine fraction (<150 μm) with a few anomalies

significant contributor to heavy metal loads in a small

corresponding to ADP of 7-8 days. Therefore, water quality

catchment in France, likely due to lack of industrial

models that account for TSS particle size distributions,

development in the catchment. Liu, Gunawardana, et al.

such as that proposed by Thompson et al. (2016), represent

(2016) identified traffic volume as the most critical

a step forward in modeling TSS and heavy metal loads in

parameter for heavy metal build-up on urban roads

stormwater runoff.

followed by land use, proximity to arterial roads, ADP, and

To determine the potential leaching of heavy

road surface roughness. This study also reported decreasing

metals from sediment, dust samples from seven sites in

variability in heavy metal build-up with increasing traffic

Sweden were collected, characterized, combined with

volume. Huber and Helmreich (2016) analyzed heavy metal

synthetic rainwater and agitated at varying levels (Borris et

contamination at 45 sites and determined the most common

al., 2016). Metal concentrations in the liquid phase were

metals present were Cu, Pb, and zinc (Zn). Cadmium (Cd),

found to be dependent on site characteristics such as traffic

Cr, and Cu, loads were also found to correlate with average

intensity, particle properties such as organic matter content,

daily traffic but only Cd showed a correlation with annual

and runoff characteristics such as agitation intensity.

rainfall depths. To investigate correlations between rainfall

Though the majority of the metals remained in particulate

and heavy metal concentrations in runoff, Schiff et al.

forms, SEM and energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis by

(2016) physically simulated varying rainfall conditions

Djukić et al. (2016) showed no presence of heavy metals on
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the solid particles. This suggests transport of metals in

experimental biotoxicity tests were observed; on average

runoff may be due to precipitation processes and not

biotoxicity tests indicated runoff water quality was more

adsorption. However, due to the correlation between heavy

toxic than predicted with NPI suggesting the EPA method

metals and TSS, TSS has been used as a surrogate for

cannot account for the mixed toxicity of runoff.

determining heavy metal loads in models. Trenouth et al.

Not all 2016 publications were focused on heavy

(2016) saw seasonal correlations in TSS loads but not metal

metals and impervious surface runoff. Huang, Chow et al.

loads and, when incorporated into two artificial neural

(2016)

network (ANN) models, the model that directly predicted

chromatography with ultraviolet light detection to better

heavy metal loads performed better than the model that

understand physiochemical properties of stormwater-

used TSS as a surrogate.

transported dissolved organic matter in relation to rainfall

coupled

high-performance

size

exclusion

Three studies in 2016 focused on the potential

and water quality characteristics. A number of other studies

human and ecological risk of heavy metal and PAH-

looked at multiparameter water quality conditions (Launay

polluted stormwater runoff from roadways (Chen et al.,

et al., 2016; Peng, Liu et al., 2016; Pennino et al., 2016;

2016; Liu, Liu, et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2016). To investigate

Ward and Winter, 2016). Peng, Liu et al. (2016)

the potential of reuse of stormwater runoff from roadways,

investigated chemical oxygen demand (COD), NH 3 -N,

Ma et al. (2016) explored the potential human health risk of

Total P, and TSS in five different stormwater outfalls from

heavy metals using the Environmental Protection Agency

three different drainage systems. Mean concentrations of

(EPA) Hazard index. Overall manganese (Mn), Cr and Pb

the multiparameter study were greatest for the intercepting

posed the greatest risks although present at low

combined drainage system likely due to the combined

concentrations. Using principal component analysis (PCA)

nature of the system. Higher TSS loads were found in

the researchers also determined that health risk is

drainage from industrial areas while greater COD was

significantly influenced by traffic volume and industrial

found in residential areas. Moderate first flush behavior

land-use mirroring correlations found between heavy

was seen depending on drainage system type. Pennino et al.

metals in roadway runoff and traffic volume and land-use.

(2016) looked at a similar group of parameters focused on

Liu, Liu, et al. (2016) also saw a correlation between PAHs

carbon and nutrient fluxes including dissolved and total

with 4+ rings (PAHs which pose the greatest health risk)

organic carbon (DOC, TOC), nitrate (NO 3 -) total nitrogen

and traffic congestion. Chen et al. (2016) explored the

(TN), phosphate (PO 4 3-), total phosphorus (TP), iodide (I-),

toxicity of heavy metals, PAHs, and other contaminants

and fluoride (F-). Samples were collected over three years

present in roadway runoff through the use of the Nemerow

from urban streams, a restored stream, and a stream with

pollution index (NPI) and biotoxicity tests on zebrafish and

upland stormwater management. The restored stream

luminescent bacteria. Differences between NPI and

demonstrated small but statistically significant decreases in
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peak discharges and exported carbon, nitrogen, and

bacterial indicators of fecal contamination, which require

phosphorus loads under low flow conditions while the

incubation and time for growth, and parameters which can

urban streams did so at higher flow conditions. Isotopic

be quickly measured such as pH or temperature. Paule-

analysis of NO 3 - indicated sewage as the primary source of

Mercado et al. (2016) found correlations between fecal

NO 3 - in all streams tested.

indicator bacteria and TSS, stormwater temperature, and
turbidity. Galfi et al. (2016) also found positive correlations

Launay et al. (2016) conducted arguably the most
focusing on 69

between the majority of parameters; water temperature,

micropollutants. Of these 69, 60 were detected; caffeine

flow rate, and TP could explain 31-66% of variations in

and acesulfame, an artificial sweetener, were consistently

bacterial concentrations. However, no adequate surrogate

observed in high concentrations. The researchers observed

for the bacterial indicators in either study was identified.

two patterns in the behavior of micropollutants during

Although temperature is not an adequate surrogate for

rainfall: personal care products, artificial sweeteners and

bacterial

most industrial chemicals were diluted during rain events

contamination, first flush temperature effects due to

while biocides, PAHs, and two industrial chemicals

stormwater runoff were observed over sites in Australia

increased in the combined sewer overflow (CSO) system

with an average 2-3°C temperature increase (Hathaway et

during rainfall indicating contaminated surface runoff.

al., 2016). Runoff temperatures from larger catchments

Chinen et al. (2016) explored the use of a GIS volume-

were lower and less variable.

exhaustive multiparameter analysis

indicators

and

identification

of

fecal

concentration method to identify relationships between

Common Themes and Future Work. The work

pyrethroid (pesticide) concentrations in a creek of a small

summarized above represents a snap shot of the 2016

urban watershed and land-use, populations, and impervious

studies related to general stormwater quantity and quality.

cover. Overall, greater pesticide concentrations were found

A noticeable increase in publications devoted to modeling

to correlate to greater population indicating residential

of stormwater quantity and quality was evident, suggesting

surface runoff of pesticides. Ward and Winter (2016) argue

a shift in research toward the creation of predictive models.

that without educating individuals about how our actions on

Land-use and climate change, when considered in concert,

the land surface impact runoff water quality, individuals

are expected to have compounding impacts on our

and industries remain blind to how their actions connect to

stormwater runoff flows and water quality complicating the

the quality of water bodies in their community.

modeling process. Significant advances were made in the

Bacterial indicators and stormwater temperature

modeling of stormwater quantity and quality, but

make up the remaining stormwater quality studies in 2016.

difficulties remain particularly in modeling stormwater

The bacterial studies considered a variety of additional

quality and the build-up / wash-off processes responsible

parameters in an effort to identify correlations between

for the collection and release of stormwater pollutants.
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with this need, Donald et al. (2016) proposed the ratio of
water depth to specific energy (which reflects the capacity

Erosion and Sediment Control
Managing sediment from construction sites is an

of a ditch check to slow flow velocities) as a standardized

important aspect of overall stormwater control and

metric for assessing ditch check performance to better

treatment from urban areas. In 2016, 11 studies were

enable

identified that addressed wet-weather sediment and erosion

different flow conditions and channel geometries. A

control from construction sites.

standardized testing method intended to produce repeatable

cross-study

performance

comparisons

across

addressed

performance tests in field-scale sediment basins was also

erosion control, which serves as the first line of defense in

proposed and applied to demonstrate the effectiveness of

managing runoff quality from construction sites. While

sump placement in a sediment basin forebay (Perez et al.,

chemical measures such as polyacrylamide (PAM) are

2016). Three additional studies presented design tools to

known to suppress erosion, persistence in the environment

further improve the design of sediment control practices. A

has raised some concerns. Sadhegi et al. (2016) measured

set of procedures was developed to assist practitioners in

concentrations of PAM and unreacted residual acrylamide

determining design flow rates and volumes upon which to

in runoff and sediment samples collected from plots with

base selection and design of sediment control practices

varying PAM application rates. An application rate of 2

(Perez et al., 2016a). As demonstration, this method was

g/m2 PAM was identified as the optimal rate for

applied to develop a set of design equations for the state of

minimizing both on-site soil erosion and offsite migration

Alabama. Another design tool, SEDspread, was developed

of PAM.

Prosdocimi et al. (2016) reviewed the

in a spreadsheet format to facilitate sizing and visualizing

effectiveness of vegetative mulches for reducing runoff

sediment basins and their associated components (Perez et

volume and sediment loads as well various methods and

al., 2016b). Based on lab-scale experiments in which

spatial scales of measurement. In another study of

setting velocities of fine textures soils were doubled though

biologically-based erosion control materials, jute and coir

addition of PAM, Kang et al. (2016) concluded that

textiles were found to reduce soil erosion rates over 90% on

sediment basin design could be reduced up to four times if

steep slopes under both lab and field conditions (Kalibova

such chemically-assisted flocculation with PAM was

et al., 2016).

applied at the field scale. Finally, a field-scale experiment

Erosion Control.

Three

studies

Sediment Control. Silt fences, ditch checks, and

by Jang et al (2016) demonstrated the potential for silt

sediment basins were among the sediment control practices

fences and berms to reduce both sediment and nutrient

considered by studies published in 2016. Critical to

export from agricultural fields, which, like construction

assessing the effectiveness of such practices are well-

sites, are subject to periods of bare soil, with reductions in

defined testing methods and performance metrics. In line
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TP, COD and TN of 20%, 30%, and 40%, respectively, in

need for further experimental research, the need to better

edge-of-field runoff samples.

quantify the economic costs of various sediment and
studies

erosion control practices was also highlighted. Such

presented conceptual models for overall construction site

information is needed to conduct cost-benefit analyses for

runoff management. Belayutham et al. (2016) developed a

inclusion in construction site erosion and sediment control

framework based on literature review and semistructured

optimization efforts.

Inspection

interviews

with

and

industry

Modeling.

professionals

Two

to

improve
Constructed Stormwater Ponds

integration of construction site stormwater management

Construction of stormwater ponds for the

with the construction planning process. They identified
scheduling as a key component of construction planning

collection and treatment of runoff are a standard practice

within which erosion and sediment control and post-

around the world. Stormwater ponds are expected to reduce

construction stormwater management efforts can be

contaminant concentrations and attenuate rainfall events in

effectively integrated. To assist with design decisions for

a manner that is aesthetically and ecologically supportive.

construction site erosion and sediment control when

In 2016, 19 publications focused on the water quality,

expertise and/or data are limiting, Razak et al. (2016)

treatment efficiency, management and optimization of

coupled knowledge solicited from experts in sediment and

existing stormwater ponds.

erosion control with multi-criteria analysis to identify

Water Quality. Nutrient loads, particularly

optimal combinations of practices to meet water quality

dissolved nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), are a common

targets. This model was applied to a case study in Malaysia,

concern for the efficiency of stormwater ponds. Elevated

a country characterized by intense rainfall events, in which

levels of dissolved N or P in stormwater pond effluent can

model-produced

lead to eutrophication of waterbodies downstream. Duan,

practice

recommendations

compared

Newcomer-Johnson et al. (2016) showed that total

favorably with those from an experienced engineer.
Common Themes and Future Work. Despite

dissolved phosphorus (TDP) concentrations in two

relatively widespread efforts to reduce erosion and

stormwater ponds in Maryland USA were inversely related

sediment delivery from construction sites, failure of control

to dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations. In addition, the

structures due to larger than expected stormwater volumes

stormwater ponds acted as a sink for P during high flow

and energy is not uncommon. The models and design tools

conditions, but became a source of P under low flow

presented in several studies published in 2016 aimed to

conditions when anoxic conditions may have allowed for

address this problem. While case studies were presented to

the release of previously unavailable P. The bioavailability

demonstrate the application of these tools, study authors

of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) was also shown to

call for additional testing and validation. In addition to the

increase between inlet and outlet stormwater pond
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eutrophication

wet retention ponds and the reference lake statistically

downstream (Lusk and Toor, 2016). In an effort to identify

significant. In addition, no trends were identified in the

which ponds may, under current conditions, result in

bioaccumulation of heavy metals in the mussels after more

eutrophication downstream Tahsin and Chang (2016)

than six months of runoff exposure in the pond, indicating

developed a multivariate trophic state index (MTSI) which

that the presence of heavy metals did not hamper growth of

utilizes fuzzy synthetic evaluation to aid in decision

the mussels. Stephansen et al. (2016) had similar difficulty

making. The MTSI uses the current conditions of TP, TN,

in identifying statistically significant trends in the

and secchi disk depth to determine eutrophication potential

bioaccumulation of heavy metals or biodiversity of

along with the TN/TP ratio to identify nutrient limiting

invertebrates. Although PCA showed bioaccumulation of

conditions. All six of the stormwater ponds they assessed

metals in invertebrates from the 9 sampled ponds was

exhibited high eutrophication potential in the Fall and most

different than those collected from the 11 shallow reference

were N-limited, or N-P co-limited.

lakes, follow-up with detrended correspondence analysis

conditions

potentially

accelerating

Wet stormwater ponds can also act as a habitat

(DCA) and TWINSPAN showed invertebrate populations

for local flora and fauna, a benefit recognized by residents

in the pond could not be distinguished from those in the

in adjacent residential areas (Monaghan et al., 2016).

lake. Therefore, no statistically significant increase in risk

However, the presence of heavy metals in runoff can result

to the fauna from heavy metals in retention ponds was

in accumulation of metals in these retention structures and

identified in the 2016 literature.

potentially the flora which populate them. Common metals

As discussed in the stormwater quality subsection

in stormwater ponds include Cd, Cr, Cu, nickel (Ni), Pb,

of this review, runoff carries with it a diverse range of

and Zn. In a variety of sedimentation structures in Sweden,

contaminants. Other contaminants investigated this year

45-96% of Cd, 69-86% of Cu, 69-94% of Zn and 45-71%

include road salt, odors due to sulfide production, and

of Pb were found to be present in mobile forms which

pathogenic risk. She et al. (2016) investigated chloride

represent a greater potential for ecological harm (Karlsson

concentrations in stormwater ponds from road salt and the

et al., 2016). Two studies were published in 2016 that

potential impact on freeze-thaw behavior of the pond.

looked at bioaccumulation in fauna and sediments (Søberg

Though chloride concentrations were evident, freezing

et al., 2016; Stephansen et al., 2016). Søberg et al. (2016)

point depression was minimal (yearly averages from 2

collected heavy metal data from native fauna, caged

years of 0.072°C and 0.197°C) and did not result in

mussels, and sediments in two wet retention ponds and a

statistically different freeze-thaw behavior. Sulfide and

reference lake in Denmark. The fauna in the wet ponds had

sulfate concentrations in two stormwater ponds were

greater bioaccumulation of heavy metals, but only for

studied in an effort to understand and mitigate odors from

bioaccumulated Cu were differences between fauna in the

the ponds (Ku et al., 2016). Ku et al. (2016) found that the
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addition of NO 3 - could inhibit sulfide production through

tracking mass in and out of the pond indicates the pond acts

the addition of a second terminal electron donor. As for

as a contaminant source while comparison of the

pathogenic risks, Petterson et al. (2016) used quantitative

concentration in and out of the pond demonstrates a

microbial risk assessment (QMRA) to ascertain the human

reduction in contaminant concentration. The efficiency of

health risk from fecal pathogens in three stormwater

stormwater ponds was also studied with respect to potential

retention

stormwater

changes in contaminant loading due to climate change.

harvesting. Pathogen removal was dependent on which

Sharma et al. (2016) combined climate predictions with a

microbial surrogate was chosen (Escherichia coli, somatic

catchment submodel of non-linear reservoir routing and a

coliphages or Clostridium perfringens), the specific site,

stormwater treatment unit submodel for micropollutants

and the precipitation event. Though waterfowl also present

(STUMP) to create a dynamic stormwater runoff quality

a risk, the greatest risk of fecal pathogens was associated

and treatment model to investigate the impact of climate

with potential contamination from older, poorly maintained

change on a 95-ha catchment in Denmark. The researchers

sewer systems.

found no observable difference in dissolved Cu between

structures

also

designed

for

Comparing the concentrations of a particular

current conditions and climate projects and found that

contaminant or a class of contaminants as it enters and

although influent loads of TSS and Cu were greater in the

leaves stormwater ponds may be used to determine overall

climate change scenario (12% and 6%) the overall mass

remediation efficiency. However, two issues exist with this

removal rate for Cu was similar (33.9% versus 32.5%).

approach: (1) observed differences in the concentration of

Climate change predictions represent future conditions;

the influent versus effluent are not always statistically

interestingly Sønderup et al. (2016) found that when

significant, and (2) concentration is dependent on both

comparing P, N, and Fe removal efficiency of stormwater

mass of the contaminant and volume of the pond. To

ponds, the ponds which were greater than 10 years old

address the first issue, Brink and Kamish (2016a) suggest

demonstrated no retention capabilities for particulate or

the use of a classification scheme to describe efficiency of

dissolved

the pond within the constraints of statistical and non-

maintenance of ponds is critical and that decreases in

statistical relevance: generally unresponsive efficiency,

performance should be considered when modeling future

significantly positive efficiency, significantly negative

behavior.

constituents.

This

suggests

that

regular

efficiency, not significantly positive efficiency, and not

Design and Management for Optimization.

significant negative efficiency. Brink and Kamish (2016b)

Pond geometry is one parameter that can potentially be

also suggest the use of mass not concentration as an

controlled and optimized to improve performance. Pond

indicator of pond efficiency supporting their argument with

length, width, depth and surface area-to-perimeter ratio

examples of opposing behavior; for example, where

were shown to be correlated to water quality in 50
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stormwater management ponds and 10 associated forebays

when compared to the commonly used static outlet

(Chiandet and Xenopoulos, 2016). In addition, pond length-

configuration. Overall RTC represents a promising method

to-width ratio and outlet depth were identified as key

for optimizing stormwater pond performance with potential

factors in controlling pond temperature using gene

to transition design toward smaller more efficient RTC

expression programming and ANN models (Sabouri et al.,

ponds.
Common

2016). Another design factor that can impact stormwater

Themes

and

Future

Work.

pond performance is the orientation of the pond versus the

Optimization of the pond shape, integrated landscape

prevailing winds. Andradottir et al. (2016) measured wind

design, and active management of outlet flow rates

and water currents in a 0.3-ha, 2-m deep stormwater pond

ultimately show promise for improving overall stormwater

and observed not only net clockwise lateral circulation, but

quality. However, the literature from 2016 clearly

also short-circuiting of flow paths within the pond. To

emphasizes the importance of rigorous statistical methods

mitigate this effect, underground stormwater retention

and careful consideration of data quality and uncertainty. In

ponds could be used; however, Drake et al. (2016) did not

addition,

observe differences in water quality treatment, outlet

efficiency with age highlights the importance of regular

temperatures, or stratification of temperature and dissolved

maintenance of current stormwater ponds and suggests

solids between underground and traditional stormwater

models of future conditions should, at a minimum, consider

ponds. As a more integrated solution, Andradottir et al.

the impact of decreased efficiency on model predictions.

evidence

of

decreasing

stormwater

pond

(2016) suggest installation of wind breaks around the
Constructed Stormwater Wetlands

stormwater pond to shelter the ponds from wind-induced
mixing and improve pond retention times. The performance

Constructed stormwater wetlands (CSWs) are a

of stormwater ponds can also be improved through the use

type of stormwater treatment practice incorporating open

of real time control (RTC) strategies implemented on the

water areas with shallow and temporarily inundated regions

outlet of the pond (Gaborit et al., 2016). Essentially, RTC

within

changes

on

obligate/facultative wetland plants are supported. While

precipitation and water residence time. For example, if a

CSWs are known to provide a variety of ecosystem

storm is forecast, the outlet is closed to ensure first flush

services, the majority of the 19 CSW studies published in

contaminants are retained in the pond. This water is then

2016 focused at least partially on their ability to sequester

held for a set residence time, in this case four days, unless

nutrients and metals across various temporal scales, as well

potential flood conditions develop and then the outlet is

as opportunities to better represent pollutant sequestration

opened. Gaborit et al. (2016) found RTC resulted in better

processes in models and enhance these processes through

TSS retention, fewer hydraulic shocks, and no flooding

design optimization.

the

outlet

state

(open/closed)

based

which

emergent

macrophytes

and
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other

Field, Laboratory and Modeling Performance

addition to soil characteristics and diurnal oxygen

Studies. Experimental studies at the lab and field scales

fluctuations, the presence of other stormwater pollutants

continue to demonstrate the potential to sequester nutrients

may also influence nitrogen cycling in CSWs. For example,

and other stormwater pollutants in CSWs. For example,

denitrification rates in soil cores collected from natural and

Merriman et al. (2016) tracked changes in pollutant

roadside stormwater wetlands were found to decline under

removal over the first two years of operation of a CSW and

increasing chloride additions (Lancaster et al., 2016).

found high retention rates of TSS and NO 3 - immediately

However, the response was less marked in roadside

after CSW construction, while the highest rates of

stormwater wetlands, perhaps due to differences in

phosphorus, total ammoniacal nitrogen and organic

denitrifying community structure, which was also measured

nitrogen retention were observed after the first growing

as part of this study and which the authors suspect reflected

season. Water quality improvements by a constructed

adaptation to chronic chloride exposure within the roadside

floodplain wetland were also demonstrated by Ludwig et

wetlands. Finally, while vegetation is credited with creating

al. (2016), who, through a series of experimental flood

the conditions under which various pollutant removal

events reported nutrient and sediment removal rates by a

mechanisms and other wetland functions occur (e.g.,

0.2-ha constructed floodplain wetland on par with other

Merriman and Hunt, 2016), a critical review of heavy metal

CSWs. Investigation of heavy metal sequestration within a

uptake by wetland plants indicated that this process is

CSW was found to be greatest in storms greater than 15

highly variable and not well understood (Vyzmal and

mm, in which a higher proportion of metals were bound in

Brezinova, 2016). Although the absolute quantity of heavy

particulate form, relative to smaller storms in which metals

metals accumulated in aboveground plant tissues was low,

tended to be transported in dissolved form (Maniquiz-

a number of studies analyzed as part of this review

Redillas and Kim, 2016). Insights to within-wetland

indicated the relative fraction of the total metal load

conditions and processes driving observed field-scale

sequestered in plant shoots ranged as high as 70%,

performance were provided by several other studies.

indicating the potential importance of this removal

Wetland soil characteristics (e.g., texture, pore size

mechanism. As with ponds, several studies investigated

distribution) and relative elevation were significantly

potential tradeoffs between water quality benefits and

correlated with denitrification hot spots, within which a

aquatic biota health in CSWs. Despite bioaccumulation of

substantial portion of NO 3 - - delivered via stormwater and

heavy metals in benthic macroinvertebrates, evidence is

atmospheric deposition can be removed (Palta et al., 2016).

lacking to suggest that metals are biomagnified further up

Adyel et al. (2016) demonstrated the potential to use DO

the food web (Mackintosh et al., 2016b) or have harmful

fluxes as a predictor of nutrient transformation and

effects on developing frogs (Scheffers and Paskowski,

attenuation within surface and subsurface flow CSWs. In

2016). Still, bioaccumulation of metals within benthic
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macroinvertebrates may suppress ecosystem functions

provision of these services are sparse. At least five studies

mediated by these organisms. To examine this potential,

published in 2016 contributed to this knowledge gap by

Mackintosh et al. (2016a) examined organic matter

examining water quality performance of CSWs ranging

decomposition rates in a set of CSWs and found that, while

from 4 to 20 years in age (Adyel et al., 2016; Al-Rubaei et

the

to

al., 2016; Corstanje et al., 2016; Kadlec, 2016; Xu et al.,

decomposition processes was indeed negligible, overall

2016). Each of these studies assessed P retention, which,

decomposition rates were higher than observed in a set of

despite the potential for P saturation and release from

natural wetlands. The authors concluded that other

anaerobic wetland sediments over time, was found to

environmental variables (e.g., nutrient enrichment) likely

continue with concentration reductions of 60% to 77%.

bear stronger influence on decomposition rates than

Both Al-Rubaei et al. (2016) and Kadlec (2016) reported a

suppression by heavy metals.

plateau in outlet concentrations at an apparent “irreducible

contribution

of

macroinvertebrate

shredders

Work to improve model representation of CSW

concentration” of 4 to 30 μg P/L for CSWs ranging up to

hydrologic and pollutant removal processes also continued

20 years in age. Field monitoring data from of a set of

in 2016. A multiobjective generalized sensitivity analysis

mature wetlands in Florida suggested surface water P

algorithm was used to identify sensitive parameters and

concentrations

successfully

hydrologic

concentrations within the wetland soils and floc (Corstanje

performance of a CSW within SWMM (Knighton et al.,

et al., 2016). In addition to P, Al-Rubaei et al. (2016)

2016). In a review of mathematical models developed to

examined long-term sequestration of other stormwater

simulate phosphorus dynamics in constructed wetlands,

constituents by a mature CSW, and found that retention

Kadlec (2016) recommended that future models strive to

rates of Cu, TSS and TN increased significantly by 22 to

improve representation of processes such as flocculation

40% over 19 years of CSW operation. In another

and P cycling within soils, sediments and vegetation. These

demonstration of long-term performance, Natarajan and

recommendations were reflected in the work of Marois and

Davis

Mitsch (2016), who demonstrated the importance of

performance

including plant community growth dynamics to accurately

“transitioned” to a wetland over a 10-year period. Given

predict outlet P concentrations and speciation from

potential for enhanced water treatment, Natarajan and

constructed wetlands using the STELLA model.

Davis (2016a) developed a rapid assessment protocol to

simulate

hydraulic

and

are

(2016b)
by

strongly

documented
a

former

coupled

similar

to

water

infiltration

nutrient

quality

basin

that

assess functional benefits of such systems that would

Longer Term Performance. While hydrologic

otherwise be deemed as “failed.”

regulation and other ecosystem services provided by CSWs
may develop in as little as two years (Merriman et al.,

Design Optimization and Innovations. CSW

2016), data documenting long-term development and

design optimization studies published in 2016 considered
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the effect of hydraulic design, in terms of the water quality

scale, Hartshorn, Marimon, Xuan, Chang, and Wanielista

volume (Niu, Park, et al., 2016) as well as amendments to

(2016) reported reductions in effluent TN concentrations

enhance P sorption. With respect to the latter, aluminum-

across three stormwater ponds following installation of

containing water treatment residuals exhibited potential for

FTWs for samples collected during storm events. In a

high sorption capacities (590-850 mg/kg) in batch

companion study, Hartshorn, Marimon, Xuan, Cormier et

experiments; however, flow-through experiments yielded

al. (2016) examined correlations among microcystin

removal rates of only 6-9 mg/kg (Vacca et al., 2016).

abundance in stormwater ponds, nutrient concentrations,

Therefore, it is essential that CSW optimization efforts

and the influence of FTWs. Observations in this

consider both sediment chemistry and hydraulic contact

preliminary study indicated that introduction of FTW’s to

time with sediments. Adyel et al. (2016) presented a field-

the pond environment reversed trends between microcystin

scale study of an innovative CSW system in which both

presence and nutrient concentrations; however, a limited

sediment

were

sample size and influence of other unquantified site-

manipulated through alternating surface and subsurface

specific factors limit the generalizability of these results.

flow compartments, the latter of which was amended with

Efforts to better understand the mechanisms driving

laterite-based sediments to enhance P sorption. Indeed,

nutrient reductions by FTWs have included mesocosm

field-scale retention of soluble and particulate P forms was

studies to measure differences in nutrient uptake among

about 60% over 7 years of monitoring this system. At the

plant species (Ge et al., 2016) and partitioning of

system scale, Dai et al. (2016) presented a GIS-based

sequestered nutrients among plant biomass and sedimented

inexact optimization method (fuzzy-stochastic two-stage

materials within the mat and root matrix (McAndrew et al.,

programming) to enable optimal placement of CSWs across

2016). These studies both point to the importance of

a watershed in which stormwater pollutant load treatment is

sedimentation as a removal mechanism while nutrient

maximized while minimizing economic cost. Such models

storage in plant biomass represents a relatively small

can facilitate decisions regarding placement CSWs and

proportion (5% to 34%) of total sequestration.

chemistry

and

system

flow

paths

Common Themes and Future Work. CSWs are

other stormwater treatment practices despite performance

resilient systems, demonstrating continued capacity to

uncertainties.
Floating Treatment Wetlands. Four studies

provide pollutant removal and other ecosystem services

investigated the use of floating treatment wetlands (FTWs),

over decadal time scales when properly designed and

a hybrid wetland-pond technology in which open water

maintained. The adaptive capacity of the soil microbe

areas of stormwater ponds are retrofitted with mats

community is a component of the resilience observed in

supporting emergent macrophytes, to improve nutrient

CSWs. Additional understanding of the key mechanisms

sequestration by stormwater pond systems. At the pond-

underlying successful pollutant retention within CSWs is
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needed to better understand opportunities for design

For 1-year rainfall intensities at these sites, the peak flow

optimization through, for example, intentional design of

was reduced 24% to 96%, with the best performance

denitrification or phosphorus sorption “hot spots.” These

occurring when the peak rainfall occurred before the

optimization opportunities need to be understood at various

centroid of the rainfall volume. Three studies at the field

scales in order to provide guidance for practical

scale demonstrate the removal potential of bioretention

implementation at the field scale.

cells for pollutants such as TSS, COD, BOD, total
hydrocarbons (THC), TP, nitrogen species, Cu, trace
elements, and PAHs (LaBarre et al., 2016; Leroy et al.,

Bioretention
A bioretention cell, sometimes referred to as a rain

2016; Manka et al., 2016). An area of growing interest that

garden, bioswale, infiltration swale, tree box filter, or a

produced three more field-scale papers in 2016 is in the

stormwater filter, is a shallow depression, often planted,

area of long-term performance of bioretention cells

that is designed to retain or detain stormwater before it is

(Horstmeyer et al., 2016; Johnson and Hunt, 2016; Nichols

infiltrated

again,

and Lucke, 2016). Horstmeyer et al. (2016) collected 262

bioretention for stormwater control and treatment was an

surface soil samples from 35 roadside infiltration swales

active area of research in 2016, with at least 49 articles

and identified numerous factors that contribute to heavy

published during the year. In addition to the numerous

metal accumulation in these soils. Additionally, Johnson

research articles from 2016, Peng, Cao et al. (2016)

and Hunt (2016) spatially sampled an 11-year-old

published a comprehensive review on microbial removal by

bioretention cell in Charlotte, North Carolina, and

bioretention cells.

determined that with proper maintenance of the forebay,

or

discharged

downstream.

Once

Field, Laboratory, and Modeling Performance

the effective life of the cell should exceed the life of the

Studies. Studies for characterization and optimization of

developments they treat. Finally, Nichols and Lucke (2016)

bioretention were completed in 2016 for field applications,

discussed a series of experiments on 10-year-old cells in

in the laboratory, and through modeling. While most field

Australia. These researchers found that the cells exported

studies investigated water quality improvements, two

pollutants in tests where no pollutants were added, and that

studies focused solely on water quantity results including

TPd loads were decreased for all tests. Despite being close

volume and peak reduction (Tang et al., 2016; Winston,

to roadways and contrary to expectations, only minimal

Dorsey, and Hunt, 2016). Winston, Dorsey and Hunt

amounts of hydrocarbons and heavy metals were found

(2016) monitored the water budget of three bioretention

within the media of these cells. Finally, Dietz (2016)

cells in tight soils in Ohio, where they found that the

published a technical note that confirmed previous studies

exfiltration rates were generally greater than the design

indicating that an internal water storage zone will improve

values because of installed internal water storage zones.

nitrogen removal capability of bioretention cells.
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urbanization than climate change for the scenarios

Laboratory and mesocosm studies can be an
efficient method for testing the performance of bioretention

investigated.

For

individual

systems,

three

studies

cell media in a robust manner. Gülbaz and Kazezyilmanz-

developed models for simulating bioretention cell or

Alhan (2016) tested the impact of drainage area soil

infiltration gallery performance (Jennings and Baker, 2016;

characteristics and rainfall intensity and duration on

Randelovic et al., 2016; and Zhang, Randelovic et al.,

hydrologic variables at the bioretention outflow. Several

2016).
Enhanced Media. One of the most active areas

studies investigated the removal capabilities of typical
bioretention cells for various pollutants, including nitrogen

of research for bioretention is developing enhanced

(Guo et al., 2016; Subramaniam et al., 2016), Cd (Wang,

bioretention media to improve water quality performance,

Zhang, Yang and Huang, 2016), and bacteria (Chandrasena

with at least 13 papers written in 2016 that used both

et al., 2016). Two studies (Huber, Badenberg, et al., 2016;

organic and inorganic additives. Similar to research that

Zhang, Valognes et al., 2016) have utilized laboratory-scale

was published in 2015, Chahal et al. (2016) demonstrated

studies to develop testing methodology for validating the

NO 3 -, P, and dissolved organic matter leaching into

effectiveness of bioretention media. The paper by Huber,

effluent of a bioretention cell that was amended with

Welker, Dierschke, et al. (2016) described a test for pre-

compost. For Cu, the compost-amended media was a

loading media with Cu and Zn equivalent to nearly the

source during the first three to five storms, but then the

expected life (n-1 years) of the cell, and then testing for

media became a sink. Additionally, Brown et al. (2016)

removal efficiency of these metals. Zhang, Valognes, et al.

indicated that the phosphorus saturation index (PSI) could

(2016) described a development and testing in-situ column

be used as a predictive tool for estimating treatment

study that was completed in an intact bioretention cell for

capacity and that compost source was not a good indicator

determining the performance of existing practices. This test

of the ability of the compost to filter contaminants.

was further developed from a modeling standpoint in

Logsdon and Sauer (2016b) demonstrated leaching from

Zhang, Randelovic, et al. (2016).

compost-amended media and recommended that only small

Modeling is another tool that can be utilized to

amounts of low-nutrient compost should be incorporated

investigate the performance of bioretention cells, especially

into bioretention media. Another common organic

over larger scales. Jennings (2016) compared the hydraulic

bioretention media amendment that was investigated in

performance of similar rain gardens in 35 locations across

2016 was biochar. Miles et al. (2016) published a

the United States. Modeling and life cycle analysis was also

comprehensive overview of aqueous contaminant

used by Wang, Zhang, Adhityan et al. (2016) to investigate

sequestration by biochar in stormwater treatment systems.

the impacts of climate change and urbanization. This study

Additionally, Tian et al. (2016) demonstrated ammonium

determined that bioretention was more sensitive to

sorption for biochars from hardwood and poultry litter, and
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Komkiene and Baltrenaite (2016) demonstrated the

dissolved organic carbon when sand was coated with

removal capacity of heavy metals (Cd, Cu, Pb, and Zn) of

aluminum oxide. Dissolved phosphorus sequestration was

biochar made from Scots pine and Silver birch. Wood and

enhanced by treating bioretention media amendments (here,

wastewater sludge biochars were also shown to be effective

aluminum-based

for removing the veterinary antibiotic sulfamethoxazole by

montmorilllonite) with ammonium sulfate. (Yan et al.,

Shimabuku et al. (2016). Two studies investigated the use

2016). Li, Li, et al. (2016) showed that coal ash mixed with

of granular activated carbon in bioretention media, showing

sand removed COD, TN, and TP. Li, Jiang, et al. (2016)

removal potential of dissolved organic matter, turbidity,

found that blast furnace slag worked well for removal of P,

heavy metals (Sounthararajah et al., 2016), and NO 3 -

N, and heavy metals in bioswales. Reclaimed asphalt

(Erickson et al., 2016) using this bioretention media

pavement and recycled crushed brick also demonstrated

amendment. A study by Schifman et al. (2016) investigated

potential as a bioretention amendment for removing TSS,

the use of an organic amendment (red cedar wood chips)

TP, and TN (Rahman et al., 2016). Copper zeolite was

coated with the antimicrobial agent 3-

shown to increase E. coli and Cu removal rates compared

(trihydroxysilyl)propyldimethlyoct-adecyl ammonium

to sand-only bioretention media in a study by Li, McCarthy

chloride in a tree filter and found that the amended media

et al. (2016). Deng et al. (2016) found removal of Cu, Pb,

worked better than traditional media for TSS, PAHs, NO 3 -,

and Zn by water treatment residuals while use of scrap tire

and PO 4 3-. However, E. coli removal was not significantly

rubber as a bioretention filtration media removed Cu and

different between the two systems, perhaps as result of

Pb but leached Zn. However, leaching of Zn was

limited contact time with the amended media.

significantly reduced by combining scrap tire rubber with

water

treatment

residuals

and

the water treatment residuals. When comparing batch study

In addition to the organic amendments, a number
were

and column study results for six different amendments,

investigated in 2016, including aluminum-based water

Huber, Badenberg et al. (2016) found that column studies

treatment residuals, montmorillonite treated with aluminum

were a more realistic test than batch studies when

sulfate, aluminum-oxide coated sand, granular activated

determining removal efficiencies and service lives of

alumina, granular ferric hydroxide, calcium carbonate,

amended media. Logsdon and Sauer (2016a) published the

granular activated lignite, copper zeolite, coal ash, scrap

findings of laboratory studies demonstrating that iron

tire rubber, reclaimed asphalt pavement, recycled crushed

filings were not suitable as soil amendments for

brick, and iron slag (Deng et al., 2016; Huber, Hilbig et al.,

engineering media because they caused cementation of the

2016; Johannsen et al., 2016; Li, Jiang et al., 2016; Li,

soils.

of

inorganic

bioretention

media

amendments

McCarthy and Deletic, 2016; Yan et al., 2016). Johannsen

Two additional papers were published in 2016 in

et al. (2016) demonstrated increased removal efficiency of

which the use of bioretention media that utilize both
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organic and inorganic media was investigated. Zhou et al.

investigating ecosystem and societal impacts of LID

(2016) demonstrated impressive phosphorus and nitrogen

practices is an essential next step towards widespread

removal efficiencies of by adding iron-rich soil, plant

implementation. McIntyre et al. (2016) found that

detritus, and eutrophic lake sediment. Improved removal of

bioretention removes PAHs and protects against the

metals (Al, Fe, Cu, Cr, Ni, Zn, Cd, and Pb) was reported in

cardiotoxic impacts of these compounds to zebrafish. In

biofilters that used iron-rich red soil, fine sand, perlite,

addition, Dagenais et al. (2016) completed a pilot study to

coco-peat, and Sargassum biomass (a type of seaweed;

investigate the impact of bioretention cell location within a

Vijayaraghavan et al., 2016).

watershed on optimization of secondary benefits, including

Vegetation and other biota. At least four studies

reducing climate change vulnerability while improving

in 2016 investigated the impact of plant type on water

aesthetics, air quality, biodiversity, and many societal

quality improvement performance of infiltration-based LID

benefits.

practices. Li, Li et al. (2016) discovered that plant type did

Common Themes and Future Work. As

not make a significant difference in nutrient removal in

demonstrated by the body of bioretention research

bioswales in 2-month-long experiments, while Nocco et al.

published in 2016, the potential to optimize bioretention

(2016) and Turk et al. (2016) found that vegetation

cell function to meet specific pollutants and/or hydrologic

impacted the nutrient budget in bioretention cells. In

targets

addition, Rycewicz-Borecki et al. (2016) found that various

physicochemical aspects of bioretention systems remains a

macrophyte species exhibited varying levels of metal

primary research focus, there is a growing effort to

bioaccumulation in simulated bioretention systems. Leroy

understand biologically-mediated processes in bioretention

et al. (2016) found that vegetated swales planted with deep-

systems; future research and optimization efforts should

rooted macrophytes had better removal of TSS, COD,

aim to integrate understanding of biological (e.g., the

nutrients, and metals than swales planted with turfgrass. In

influence of vegetation and other resident biota on

one of the few studies to examine the functional role of soil

bioretention function) and physical-chemical mechanisms

macroinvertebrates in bioretention systems, Mehring et al.

driving bioretention performance. Furthermore, it is also

(2016) found that over 400% of the upper 5 cm of soil was

expected that co-benefits provided by bioretention systems

ingested annually by earthworms residing in a bioretention

will continue to be quantified and incorporated in

system, suggesting that the role of these organisms in N

bioretention design and optimization at various scales.

is

promising.

While

efforts

to

cycling may be substantial and warrants additional
research.
Permeable Pavement

Environmental Impact and Other Benefits.
Going beyond

simple performance

assessment and
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understand

As supported by the findings of a state-of-the-art

Rubaei, Blecken, and Hunt (2016) demonstrated the utility

review (Chandrappa and Biligiri, 2016), permeable

of a modified infiltration test that correlates well with

pavement systems – which include permeable concrete,

ASTM-based procedures but requires less time to apply

asphalt, and block pavers – continue to rise in popularity as

and, arguably, better represents ponding conditions under

a LID practice due to their ability to serve as a pavement

which permeable pavement systems infiltrate. Winston, Al-

system and stormwater control system. Accordingly, over

Rubaei, Blecken, Vicklander, and Hunt (2016) conducted a

20 papers were published in 2016 to better understand the

study to better understand which practices were most

interplay of hydraulic properties, pollutant removal

effective for maintaining or restoring infiltration rates in

mechanisms, system design and maintenance.

permeable pavement systems and found that, out of eight
The

different maintenance measures tested, nearly all increased

majority of studies related to permeable pavement

the frequency with which permeable pavement systems

hydraulic properties in 2016 were conducted at the field

were able to completely infiltrate the design storm intensity

scale. Alyaseri and Zhou (2016) monitored runoff volume

from direct rainfall and, when applicable, adjacent runon.

reduction by permeable pavement systems installed in

In the case of severely clogged permeable asphalt, milling

alleyways of St. Louis, MO as part of the city’s CSO

and reinstallation was the only maintenance measure to

reduction program. From the pre- to post-installation

restore infiltration rates. Regardless of the maintenance

monitoring period, significant reductions in the rainfall-to-

practices selected, the authors suggest increased frequency

runoff ratio were observed for permeable concrete and

is necessary with pavement age. Under non-clogging

paver systems (36% and 46%, respectively), but not for

laboratory conditions, the influence of different permeable

permeable asphalt, likely as result of the steeper slopes on

surfaces and aggregate base structures on hydraulic

which this pavement type was installed. Permeable

performance metrics (lag times, retained rainfalls, times to

pavement infiltration rates were the focus of several field

peak, and peak outflows) were examined (Rodriguez-

studies, and were shown to depend upon factors such as

Hernandez et al., 2016). While subbase materials had the

degree of tire compaction (Cipolla et al., 2016; Kumar et

greatest influence on hydraulic properties immediately

al., 2016), winter sand applications (Huang et al., 2016b)

following construction, the permeable surface type (here,

and time (Kumar et al., 2016; Winston, Al-Rubaei,

interlocking concrete blocks and permeable asphalt), had

Blecken, Vicklander, and Hunt, 2016). In most cases,

greater influence on the hydraulic behavior through time

however, infiltration rates under clogged conditions

due to surface infiltration characteristics.

Hydraulics

and

Related Properties.

Modeling.

remained greater than design rainfall intensities. While the

Efforts

to

enhance

permeable

majority of these studies followed ASTM infiltration

pavement design and maintenance through improved

standards for infiltration measurements, Winston, Al-

prediction of hydraulic behavior continued in 2016.
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Brunetti et al. (2016) validated the performance of the

to which this model was applied), permeable pavement

mechanistic model HYDRUS-1D to predict outflow

surface temperatures may be equal to or greater than

hydrographs from permeable pavement systems. In

conventional pavements.

accordance with experimental data presented by Rodriguez-

Water Quality. Permeable pavement systems are

Hernandez et al. (2016), sensitivity analysis of the model

generally understood to improve water quality through

indicated the importance of the surface layer on hydraulic

filtration of suspended solids and other particulate-borne

behavior. Furthermore, this study demonstrated the utility

pollutants; water quality investigations of permeable

of a particle swarm optimization approach for model

pavement systems in 2016 generally supported this

calibration and parameterization. HYDRUS-1D was also

understanding. For example, Huang et al. (2016b) found

found to provide a good representation of infiltration and

TSS, TP and heavy metal removal was consistently high (>

runoff dynamics for a concrete grid paver system in Brazil

80%) and did not vary significantly among season,

(Coutinho et al., 2016). Permeable pavement hydraulic and

permeable pavement type or hydraulic performance;

effluent TSS characteristics were successfully simulated

however, TN removal declined with decreasing pavement

with a numerical model coupling a modified Kozeny-

temperature. In contrast, Antunes et al. (2016) observed an

Carman equation for 1-D vertical flow with a mathematical

increase in nutrient concentrations in effluent from a

model of sedimentation (Huang, He, et al., 2016) based on

permeable asphalt surface, a result that may indicate

experimental data collected by Huang et al. (2016b). ANNs

leaching of ammonia- and phosphorus-based polymers

were also shown to be an effective modeling approach for

present in the asphalt. The effects of gravel bed thickness

predicting both runoff volume capture (Radfar and

(Niu, Lv, et al., 2016) and gravel size (Huang et al., 2016a)

Rockway, 2016a) and peak volumetric water content of the

on water quality performance were also examined at the lab

aggregate storage layer as a potential predictor of clogging

scale, and were used to develop mathematical models to

(Radfar and Rockway, 2016b). As a secondary benefit of

predict pollutant removal for a given pavement type and

hydrologic

permeable

gravel bed composition (Huang et al., 2016a). In line with

to microclimate

previous findings, these studies reported high particulate

regulation. Qin and Hiller (2016) tested this assertion by

removal rates. However, for the first time in the literature,

applying a 1-D numerical heat transfer model of permeable

an increase in TSS load from permeable pavement outflow

pavement surfaces following surface wetting. The model

was documented (Winston, Davidson-Bennett, et al., 2016).

indicated that evaporative cooling is driven by water

Due to the seasonal timing of observed TSS pulses, the

availability near the surface of the pavement system and

authors speculated wintertime deicing salt applications

that, after near-surface water storage is depleted (within a

dispersed underlying clay soils, which, along with elevated

24-hour period under the relatively hot and dry conditions

cation concentrations (Al, Ca, Fe, Mg, Pb), migrated

pavement

regulation,
systems

evaporation

may contribute

from
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through the underdrain system. Such unintended water

tracers were used to characterize the hydrodynamic

quality effects could be experienced in other systems in

behavior of recycled crushed concrete and organic matter

which sodium-based deicing salts are applied and

mixtures (Bentarze et al., 2016). Increased capillarity and

underlying soils are comprised of 2:1 clay minerals.

water retention by organic matter in these mixes was found

Besides de-icing practices, some permeable pavement

to enhance runoff storage within the system. The potential

systems are subject to application of herbicides such as

to incorporate permeable pavement with broader integrated

glyphosate. When applied at typical concentrations,

water management strategies in drought-prone areas was

glyphosphate applications were found to impact beneficial

also modeled. In a case study of Florianopolis, Brazil,

bacterial communities residing within permeable pavement

Antunes et al. (2016) demonstrated that converting 0.1% of

systems and to raise effluent turbidity (Mbuanaso et al.,

the city’s existing paved area to pervious pavements and

2016). However, effluent

conductivity and sodium

providing 0.1 m3 water storage per m2 of permeable

adsorption ratio remained within agriculturally acceptable

pavement area could offset 20% and 70% of residential and

limits such runoff harvested from such systems could be

public sector water usage, respectively.

used as an irrigation source.

Common Themes and Future Work. These

Innovations. Innovative permeable pavement

studies continue to confirm the contribution of permeable

applications included incorporating recycled materials in

pavement systems to both stormwater peak and quality

permeable pavement mixtures and integrating with water

mitigation under most circumstances, provided proper

harvesting. With respect to the former, Chang et al. (2016)

maintenance practices are conducted. Future work is

found that electric arc furnace slag and alkali-activated slag

needed to better understand the influence of hydrologic

cement could be incorporated in permeable concrete

loading, slope, and other design characteristics on

mixtures to achieve higher compressive strength (35 MPa

hydrologic and water quality performance. Additional work

compared to less than 21 MPa in most permeable concrete

is also needed to understand tradeoffs in compressive

mixtures) while maintaining satisfactory water permeability

strength and pavement hydraulic properties to further

rates (5 mm/s). Incineration bottom ash was also explored

advance application to higher volume roadways. Finally,

as a substitute for sandstone materials in permeable brick

future research should also continue to address potential

pavers (Wu et al., 2016). In this case, the compressive

microclimate and urban heat island-related benefits

strength of the optimal mixture was greater than that of

provided by permeable pavement systems under a range of

standard brick pavers, but the permeability coefficient was

climatic conditions and pavement designs.

low (0.1 mm/s) relative to most design rainfall intensities.
In a study of innovative material mixtures for the aggregate

Greenroofs

storage layer underlying permeable pavement systems,
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metrics (Jelinkova et al., 2016). However, predicting the

In 2016, there was a marked decrease in the
number of publications related to the performance,

hydraulic behavior of greenroof media is difficult even

modeling, and augmentation of greenroofs. However, there

when given basic properties of aggregate, compost, and

remains an impressive breadth of subject matters spanning

topsoil mixtures (Liu and Fassman-Beck, 2016).
Though several studies still look to ADP to

full-scale greenroof hydrologic models to novel substrate
amendments. Note that studies pertaining to the modeling

predict stormwater retention, support for the use of

of catchment scale implementation of greenroofs

antecedent soil moisture conditions (AMC) in predicting

(Masseroni and Cislaghi., 2016; Schmitter et al., 2016) can

stormwater retention has increased. Sims et al. (2016)

be found in “Watershed-scale Assessment”.

looked at three greenroofs across three different climate
zones in Canada and found that, despite differences in

Field, Laboratory and Modeling Hydrologic
Performance Studies. Field and laboratory studies

precipitation patterns between the sites, AMC was the best

dominated the 2016 publications with a focus on the impact

predictor of stormwater retention. AMC is directly tied to

of various greenroof and climate parameters. In an effort to

climate conditions, media characteristics, plant type, and

remove the impact of climate variables on greenroof

evapotranspiration (ET) rates of greenroofs. As such,

performance, Elliott et al. (2016) analyzed the hydrologic

additional study into proper parameterization of the

performance of one thick and one thin greenroof in New

Penman Monteith equation for estimation of ET rates is

York City. The two roofs demonstrated different water

needed especially in climate regions where ET rates are

retention due to structural difference such as media depth

high (Starry et al., 2016; Zaremba et al., 2016).
Incorporation of proper ET rates is extremely

and vegetation. Both roofs demonstrated similar seasonal
trends to those seen in the literature including increased

important for modeling greenroof performance following a

water retention during warm months, especially following

single precipitation event whether using simple, physically-

long ADP; these trends were more pronounced for the thin

based mass conservation methods (Li and Babcock, 2016)

roof.

or more advanced modeling via software such as
HYDRUS-3D (Brunetti et al., 2016) and SWMM 5.1

Increased retention following long ADP was also
confirmed for varying thicknesses of a greenroof using a

(Cipolla et al., 2016). All three models include parameters

HYDRUS-1D model (Feitosa et al., 2016) assuming all

to account for variability in soil moisture including daily

other modeled parameters were identical. Selection of

accounting for soil moisture in the HYDRUS-3D model.

greenroof media generally depends on desired hydrologic

Cipolla et al. (2016) demonstrated the use of a 6-month

and thermal properties. It is important to note that

calibrated SWMM 5.1 model to simulate year long

hydrologic and thermal performance is not a trade-off, with

performance of a greenroof with only a 9% overestimate of

some materials outperforming their counterparts in both

discharge volume. The model success in 2016 suggests
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acceptable catchment-scale modeling of greenroof

loads (Kuoppamäki et al., 2016). Similarly, Liu and

performance may be on the horizon.

Coffman (2016) observed an increase in NO 3 - and hardness

Water Quality and Substrate Amendments.

following the use of a new repurposed lightweight

Water quality studies pertaining to greenroofs were less

aggregate material made from dredged sediments from the

common in 2016. However, all studies demonstrated

Harbor of Cleveland in Lake Erie. Both studies suggest the

buffering ability of the greenroof systems and generally

importance of rigorous testing before new substrate

elevated nutrient concentrations in the effluent. Elevated P

amendments are added to greenroof systems.

concentrations were found in effluent from a greenroof in

Vegetation. There is little debate that the type of

Malaysia (Kok et al.,2016) as well as multiple greenroofs

vegetation used for a greenroof impacts water retention and

in New York City (Whittinghill et al., 2016). The P and

that seasonal growing patterns may result in seasonal

potassium (K) concentrations in the runoff of a rooftop

variations in nutrient loads (Carpenter et al., 2016).

farm were above EPA guidelines suggesting improved

However, many laboratory scale tests vary their planting

nutrient management is needed for intensive greenroof

methods, and field-based studies generally look at

systems (Whittinghill et al., 2016). Increased levels of N

established greenroofs where plant choice is out of the

and DOC were also reported along with seasonal variations

researchers’ control. Controlling plant species and growth

in nutrient concentration and greater nutrient loads during

media, Aloisio et al. (2016) conducted a microcosm

growing seasons (Carpenter et al., 2016).

experiment and observed differences in stormwater
retention and nutrient (NO 3 - and TP) loads across varying

The increase of nutrient loads from greenroofs
has spurred investigations into novel substrate amendments

plant types. However, this study considered single species

for water quality improvement as well as general

microcosms and there is substantial evidence that

investigations into repurposed substrate materials. For

biodiversity can improve system resilience. Increased

example, biochar has been suggested as an amendment to

biodiversity in greenroof plants was associated with

improve water quality and increase water retention. Results

increased biomass and nitrogen retention with no statistical

of biochar studies have been mixed; initially the addition of

difference in runoff or P loading, suggesting there are no

biochar showed no improvement in water quality but after a

negative impacts of increasing plant diversity when

year of use a decrease in nutrient loads was observed

designing greenroofs (Johnson et al., 2016).

(Kuoppamäki and Lehvävirta, 2016). In a second

Common Themes and Future Work. Over the

experiment, different sources of biochar produced

past year, the role of soil moisture has gained momentum

drastically different water quality results: one biochar

as one of the best indicators for greenroof water retention.

source decreased runoff volumes and nutrient loads while a

However, this means researchers must precisely define

second biochar source resulted in an increase in nutrient

parameters which impact soil moisture and ET rates
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including drainage configurations, soil types and

harvesting is a common point of implementation. Rooftops

amendments, vegetation, and the regional climate. New

are the most common retrofit for rainwater harvesting.

models, whether physical or empirical, need to be designed

However, rooftop runoff, like that from other land uses,

to account for these complex interactions. Finally, as we

may contain a range of anions and cations, suspended

design new greenroofs, site specific parameters are vital

solids, and bacteria. Taffere et al. (2016) collected mean

and any new substrate amendments need to be well vetted

concentrations of a several ions and found highest anion

before use to avoid unintentional consequences such as

concentrations of SO 4 2- and cation concentrations of Ca2+

increased nutrient loads.

and Mg2+. Large spatial and temporal variation in the ions
was attributed to activities from traffic and industrial areas.

Rainwater Harvesting

While Taffere et al. (2016) found the pH of the collected

Rainwater harvesting is a practice that can reduce

water to be alkaline, Ezemonye et al. (2016) found their

demand on local water supplies and attenuate stormwater

collected water to be acidic. Samples were collected from

runoff. The system must collect, treat, store, and distribute

asbestos, aluminum, and galvanized roofs and were

water to be an effective secondary water source. Harvesting

characterized by Fe and bacteria levels above WHO

must also be possible across varied land use types to be an

guidelines at the start of the rainy season. Effluent water

effective stormwater management method (Ghaffarian

quality differences among the three types of roofs were not

Hoeini et al., 2016). The optimal design of a rainwater

statistically significant, suggesting all three produce the

harvesting system requires consideration of local climate,

same level of water quality for rainwater harvesting

runoff water quality, water demand, and cost.

systems and would require treatment before consumption.

Water Quality. As outlined in the stormwater

Some researchers are looking into the use of greenroofs to

quality section of this review, several contaminants of

collect, store, and potentially treat rooftop runoff. While

concern present in stormwater runoff may affect suitability

greenroofs coupled with rainwater harvesting approaches

of harvested rainwater for various uses. For example, the

can produce a sufficient quantity of water to meet

use of runoff from roadways or collected from permeable

household demands, the use of this water remains non-

pavements may contain PAHs and herbicides which could

potable (Monteiro et al., 2016). Sultana et al. (2016)

present a significant health risk if consumed (Liu, Liu, et

collected conductivity, DO and pH measurements from

al., 2016; Mbanaso et al., 2016). Petterson et al. (2016)

rainwater collected from a greenroof in Malaysia and

demonstrated lower water retention yields and microbial

compared these measurements to the Malaysian

risks when stormwater treatment facilities doubled as

Department of Environment Interim National Water

rainwater harvesting systems. However, the utilization of

Quality Standards (INWQS) and Water Quality Index

ordinary or green stormwater infrastructure for rainwater

(WQI). Conductivity values remained within acceptable
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limits of Class 1 but DO and pH varied, occasionally

(2016) introduced several rainwater harvesting

falling into Class III conditions requiring considerable

configurations for houses in the United Kingdom based on

treatment before use.

balancing costs with benefits. The approach looks to
minimize the capital costs of the design and operational

Design Optimization. Rainwater harvesting has
the potential to attenuate stormwater peak flows depending

energy consumption, maximize the water savings, and

on precipitation, demand for harvested water, and size of

minimize stormwater flow from extreme events and CSO

the tank (Campisano and Modica, 2016). In humid regions,

events based on reduction in water discharges to the

utilization of harvested water is not needed as frequently,

sewers. Pelak and Porporato (2016) looked to optimize the

and therefore collection systems may be close to capacity

volume of rainwater harvesting cisterns through identifying

already before a storm occurs. Gee and Hunt (2016)

the optimal cistern size. The method focuses on costs

investigated the use of passive and active rainwater releases

associated with rainwater harvesting systems and

in North Carolina, USA. In the passive scenario, water was

incorporated the uncertainty of rainfall through the use of a

slowly released between storms while the active scenario

stochastic water balance. Though not incorporated in this

released water when future rainfall events were predicted.

model, Pelak and Porporato (2016) suggest benefits from

Both systems demonstrated significant reductions in runoff

stormwater volume reductions could be included in the

volume and peak flow with slightly higher reductions from

model through the use of a “stormwater fee” which would

the active release system. Although the results are

be based on the volume of stormwater sent to the municipal

promising, the two systems did not experience any extreme

system; this practice is currently employed by some water

events and therefore performance under extreme conditions

treatment municipalities.
Economics and Ecosystem Services. Two

is unknown. Tavakol-Davani et al. (2016) demonstrated the
potential benefit of rainwater harvesting on CSO events in

papers in 2016 focused on the economics of rainwater

Toledo, Ohio using the Coupled Model Intercomparison

harvesting cisterns in terms of city-wide implementation

Project Phase 5 (CHIP5) and the SWMM rainfall-runoff

versus cistern design optimization (Dallman et al., 2016;

model. In predicting the effects of climate change, the

Valdez at al., 2016). Both cities had a high population

model showed an 18% increase in CSO frequency, 12%

density but the approach, assumptions, and metrics varied.

increase in the volume of CSO discharge, and 17% increase

In California, Dallman et al. (2016) focused on the balance

in the duration of CSO events, but the implementation of

between costs for rainwater harvesting systems and the

0.76-m3 cisterns throughout the city were shown to

benefits of outdoor and indoor non-potable use. With all

alleviate this increase.

costs remaining the same, only small outdoor non-potable
rainwater harvesting systems had a positive net benefit.

Optimization of rainwater harvesting designs

However, projecting increasing costs of potable water,

often falls back to cost. The work of Melville-Shreeve et al.
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larger outdoor systems could produce a positive net benefit

rain barrels in two Indiana watersheds, 25-35% of rain

in the future. Indoor non-potable use systems remain

barrel systems were no longer in operation. Like many

expensive due to high capital installation costs. This study

green stormwater techniques, citizen buy-in is critical to

did not account for intangibles such as potential changes in

continued operation and success of rainwater harvesting

property values or carbon emission savings. Valdez et al.

systems.

(2016), who explored the cost benefits of rainwater
Watershed-scale Assessment

harvesting in Mexico City, did account for carbon

While negative impacts of urban development –

emissions by balancing cumulative energy demand, global
warming potential, and net present value indicators in their

specifically increased impervious surface cover and

analysis. The researchers evaluated 11 possible building

drainage density, on watershed hydrology, water quality

types of varying use and height and found the most value in

and stream ecosystem health – have been observed, the

rainwater harvesting from high rise buildings that can

capacity to mitigate these affects through distributed,

utilize gravity-fed non-potable water supplies. However,

infiltration-based stormwater treatment practices is not well

the use of rainwater harvesting systems in small

understood. In 2016, over 20 studies sought to advance this

infrastructure such as individual homes showed little

understanding through field monitoring and/or modeling.

benefit.

These studies, and their implications to watershed-scale
management, are reviewed in subsequent sections.

Common Themes and Future Work. The

Field assessment. The scale of LID

potential of rainwater harvesting to reduce stormwater
volume and supplement water supplies shows great

implementation in some watersheds has enabled

promise. However, the quality of harvested rainwater

quantification of LID’s influence upon stream hydrology

remains problematic for potable use, and thus, methods for

and water quality. For example, stream hydrology and

optimizing their design are constrained by the assumption

nutrient fluxes were examined across a gradient of

that these will represent non-potable supplies. Missing from

development and LID implementation in 25 watersheds

these scenarios is the human dimension: will citizens accept

ranging up to 34 km2 in the US Mid-Atlantic (Pennino et

rainwater harvesting and maintain systems once they are in

al., 2016). In this analysis, watersheds in which LID

place? Gao et al. (2016) found that the answer to this

practices intercepted runoff from over 5% of watershed

question depends on the individual. Those who have

impervious area had significantly lower stream flashiness

positive opinions about the environment and possess

metrics and longer flow duration. While not as strong

greater knowledge of the practice are more likely to adopt

statistically, declining nutrient loads were also associated

it. Gardeners, for example, are the predominant adopters of

with degree of LID implementation. In a similar study, Bell

rainwater collection systems. However, after inventorying

et al. (2016) assessed impacts of stormwater treatment
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practices (constructed ponds, wetlands and bioretention)

increase stream baseflow (Bhaskar, Beesley, et al., 2016).

upon stream hydrology in 16 watersheds, ranging from 2.5

While baseflow increases may provide benefit in some

to 33 km2, in Charlotte, NC. Unlike Pennino et al. (2016),

stream systems, such increases likely arise as a tradeoff in

streamflow flashiness and water yield were not statistically

watershed ET (Bhaskar, Hogan, and Archfield, 2016),

correlated with stormwater management-based predictors,

indicating potential limits to fully mimic predevelopment

but, rather, with watershed imperviousness and tree cover.

hydrology through focused infiltration within LID practices

At the event-scale, streamflow dynamics were best

unless predevelopment vegetation cover is maintained.
Modeling Assessment and Optimization.

predicted by total watershed imperviousness, while metrics
incorporating the degree to which stormwater practices

Watershed modeling studies published in 2016 assessed

were implemented in the watershed did not have

LID function across a range in watershed size (0.1 to 400

discernable effect. These results suggest the range in

km2), climate (semi-arid to tropical), and development

mitigated impervious area (1 to 89%) and/or the types of

patterns, thus providing insight to diverse contexts and

stormwater treatment and control practices implemented in

scales across which LID strategies may influence

this study were not sufficient to overcome the influence of

watershed processes. With respect to watershed hydrology,

remaining unmitigated impervious area on stream

two studies focused on watershed-scale impacts of

hydrologic response; however, there may be characteristics

rainwater harvesting. While reductions in peak flow (11-

other than aggregate impervious area mitigation (e.g.,

22%) and volume (7-18%) were predicted for a 1.5-km2

spatial-based characteristics) that provide better predictors

watershed in Barranquilla, Columbia under storms ranging

of stream hydrology. Effects in smaller watersheds may be

from 134 to 175 mm (Avila et al., 2016), these changes

more evident; Jarden et al. (2016) reported peak flow and

may not address ecologically-relevant watershed flow

volume reductions of 33% and 40%, respectively,

conditions (Aryal et al., 2016). In a case study of LID

following implementation of bioretention areas and

performance in a 0.1-km2 watershed in Utah, USA, Feng et

rainwater harvesting in street-scale watersheds up to 0.12

al. (2016) introduced the “water budget restoration

km2 with a before-after-control-impact (BACI) monitoring

coefficient” to characterize the capacity for LID to shift

design in Cleveland, OH. The authors also highlighted

various components of the water balance (surface runoff,

complexities inherent in such field studies, as concomitant

ET, percolation, soil moisture storage, and surface storage)

activities such as street curb and gutter installation masked

toward predevelopment conditions as predicted by the

LID effects on storm sewer discharge in one of the study

SWMM model. With respect to the infiltration component

watersheds. In addition to reducing stream flashiness when

of the water budget, Chui and Trinh (2016) showed that

implemented at an adequate scale, stormwater treatment

watershed-scale infiltration could be shifted toward pre-

practices, particularly infiltration-based systems, may also

development conditions via application of infiltration-based
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practices such as bioretention across a 160-km2 watershed

events (2- to 10-year storm; 50 to 75 mm) in Columbia, SC

in Singapore; however, ET still lagged. This model result

and reported that treating 15-40% of impervious surface

echoed field observations from Bhaskar, Hogan, and

runoff in household rain gardens could achieve adequate

Archfield, 2016 (2016). Still, as demonstrated by Wella-

mitigation (Morsy et al., 2016). Through development of

Hewage et al. (2016), the net effect of hydrologic

treatment runoff volume performance curves for a variety

regulation through LID may be sufficient to restore

of stormwater treatment and control practices, Hoss et al.

predevelopment channel forming flow regimes, that is, the

(2016) demonstrated that infiltration-based practices

duration and magnitude of flows responsible for the

performed better than detention-based practices over a

majority of geomorphic work in channels, even in cases of

wider range of operating conditions, suggesting LID

high urbanization

approaches are better suited to managing stormwater under
future climate uncertainty. However, flood mitigation

Several studies utilized models to better
understand the capacity to mitigate flooding associated

performance is highly sensitive to the AMC of soils/media.

with extreme events and climate change. Effects of LID

For example, in modeling the capacity of greenroofs to

approaches on pluvial flooding ranged from minimal

mitigate peak runoff flow and volume from extreme events

(Dudula and Randhir, 2016) to substantial (Ahiablame and

at the city-scale, both Masseroni and Cislaghi (2016) and

Shakya, 2016), perhaps reflecting variability in flood

Schmitter et al. (2016) reported negligible impacts unless

response as a function of watershed size and extent to

media was near its permanent wilting point.
Spatial optimization of LID placement at the

which simulated LID practices were implemented. Moore
et al. (2016) used SWMM to predict LID impacts upon

watershed-scale continues to be an area of interest (Duan,

storm sewer surcharge and localized flooding in residential

Li et al., 2016). For example, Liu, Bralts, et al. (2016)

watersheds with differing development patterns and found

applied the L-THIA-LID 2.1 hydrologic model and the

that, in addition to structural LID practices such as

AMALGAM multi-algorithm method to examine

bioretention, non-structural green infrastructure networks

differences in the cost to achieve target pollutant load and

were a critical element in increasing adaptive capacity of

volume reductions for random versus spatially optimized

developed areas to climate change. Similarly, the potential

placement of LID practices. The authors found optimizing

to alleviate localized flooding under climate change

placement reduced costs by a factor of 4 to 14. A high

scenarios in which permeable pavements were sited using a

resolution gridded model, L-GriD, was developed and

GIS-based spatial optimization model was also

applied to demonstrate the potential to achieve greater

demonstrated (Jato-Espino et al., 2016). Although not

hydrologic benefits by locating LID practices adjacent to

specifically set in the context of climate change, another

roads rather than clustering in a particular area of the

study focused on flood mitigation by LID for less frequent

watershed (Zellner et al., 2016). Economic cost and
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Implications to watershed-scale planning and

payback period (as associated with avoided stormwater
runoff) were also considered in watershed-scale stormwater

implementation. While studies such as these demonstrate

optimization schemes. In a case study using the L-THIA-

the potential to address urban stream degradation and other

LID model, Wright et al. (2016) reported pay back periods

watershed-scale issues through LID, there remain

of less than 1 to 17 years for cisterns and 15 to 40 years for

numerous biophysical and social-institutional challenges to

bioretention retrofits to a neighborhood in Lafayette, IN.

implementation at an appropriate scale (Vietz et al., 2016).

Similarly, Sun et al. (2016) found that a combination of

Among the biophysical challenges is the variability of

detention and infiltration-based stormwater treatment

stream ecosystem response to urbanization and subsequent

practices was the most cost effective approach to manage

runoff mitigation arising from complexities in hydrologic

runoff associated with future development and more

processes at the watershed scale (Aryal et al., 2016;

extreme precipitation patterns using the EPA SUSTAIN

Bhaskar, Beesley, et al., 2016; Walsh et al., 2016). Such

decision support tool.

variability precludes generalization of watershed-scale

While economic costs and hydrologic/water

planning across regions and, likely, watersheds within the

quality benefits have been retained as the primary objective

same region. To address this challenge, Walsh et al. (2016)

functions in watershed-scale LID optimization studies,

proposed an urban drainage typology that could be coupled

there is increasing effort to consider broader environmental

with more general metrics (e.g., total or effective

impacts and benefits. To this end, Morales-Torres et al.

impervious area) to potentially improve predictions of

(2016) presented E2STORMED, a decision support tool

urban development and stormwater management efforts on

that builds upon capabilities of existing models by

stream ecosystem health. Other efforts to untangle the

incorporating a more complete suite of energy and

complex effects of watershed characteristics on streamflow

environmental benefits within multi-criteria analysis of

responses included development of a relatively simple tool

stormwater management scenarios. Similarly, life cycle

to allow stormwater planners and managers to assess

assessment models were developed to demonstrate that LID

potential effects of development and stormwater

may outperform traditional stormwater management

management interventions on stream baseflow (Bhaskar,

approaches (e.g., subsurface pipes and storage tanks) across

Beesley, Burns et al., 2016).
Of course, stormwater management plans based

a variety of environmental impact metrics by orders of
magnitude (Brudler et al., 2016; Hengen et al., 2016).

even on the best available decision support tools and

However, the relative magnitude of environmental impacts

underlying science are not effective unless implemented.

of conventional water systems to LID-based approaches is

Failure to implement stormwater planning policies was

likely to vary with climate characteristics and population

among the reasons posited to drive a positive association

density (Jeong et al., 2016).

between watershed peak runoff and quality of community
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Common Themes and Future Work. To

stormwater plans within the Chesapeake Watershed (Kim
and Li, 2016). In addition to developing mechanisms to

continue closing the knowledge gap in understanding LID

track implementation by planning agencies, clear

influences at the watershed scale, nearly all of these studies

communication of the costs and achievable benefits of LID

call for additional monitoring and field assessment of

on a watershed-specific basis may also promote

watershed-scale impacts. This need could be partially met

implementation (e.g., Sun et al., 2016; Wright et al., 2016).

by lower-cost monitoring approaches such as water level

As indicated by the growing interest in broader

loggers (Toran, 2016). To date, the majority of watershed-

environmental impacts associated with stormwater

scale LID assessments have been conducted in temperate

management (e.g., Brundler et al., 2016), non-market

climates. Additional work is needed to better understand

environmental costs and benefits should also be included in

optimal implementation of LID for stormwater

decision support tools used to set stormwater policy

management under hydrologic extremes presented in both

(Morales-Torres et al., 2016). Actions at the household

tropical (Chui et al., 2016; Lim et al., 2016; Schmitter et

level have the potential to augment policy and other

al., 2016) and arid (Feng et al., 2016) climes. In addition,

government-level interventions. For example, a coupled

standardization of metrics used to characterize the drivers

social-hydrologic model of household participation in rain

of stream degradation and other watershed-scale impacts of

garden and water harvesting programs indicated an

stormwater runoff and management strategies is needed

additional 5-6% reduction in peak flow and volume could

(Walsh et al., 2016). Finally, several studies also identified

be achieved for a case study watershed in Syracuse, NY

the need to better understand opportunities for and benefits

(Sun and Hall, 2016). Nemes et al. (2016) presented a

of stream restoration, particularly to more dynamic and

framework for a market-based approach in which both the

geomorphically complex urban stream systems, as a

public and private supply of environmental services and

component of watershed-scale LID to meet watershed

impact of stormwater interventions on these services across

quality goals (Lim et al., 2016; Vietz et al., 2016).

scales was considered. The results of “Stormwater Tender,”
Other unclassified innovations

an auction-based field trial of this framework implemented

Several research topics were identified that did

in Melbourne, Australia in which individuals set the
minimum price they would be willing to receive to install

not fit within the preceding categories, but that warrant

raingardens or rainwater tanks, was also presented. Despite

review as they fill novel niches within the broader body of

existing limitations to predict bidders’ behavior, this

stormwater research. Papers in this section span topics

approach was shown to increase the cost effectiveness of

related to the development of innovative materials for

stormwater management at the watershed.

stormwater filtration, optimization of stormwater treatment
trains, quantification of non-structural LID practices, and
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linkages between social factors and stormwater quality. In

challenges associated with stormwater treatment trains by

addition to papers addressing enhanced media for

developing an optimization model framework to identify a

bioretention systems as reviewed in the Bioretention

set of near optimal combinations of types and sizes of

section, six other papers were identified in which

stormwater practices in which annual life cycle costs were

specialized sorbents and other filtration media were

minimized while target nutrient removals and available

assessed for their general applicability to remove metals

land area constraints were met (Jayasooriya et al., 2016). A

(Genc-Fuhrman et al., 2016; Huber, Hilbig, et al., 2016;

broader suite of economic, environmental, and social

Soleimanifar et al., 2016), nutrients (Rad et al., 2016;

metrics was then applied to this near-optimal set to identify

Soleimanifar et al., 2016), organic contaminants (Grebel et

treatment train combinations with the highest performance

al., 2016), and bacteria (Wang, Feng et al., 2016). For

across the so-called Triple Bottom Line. Whether operating

example, wood mulch coated with aluminum-based water

as a single practice or as part of a treatment train,

treatment residuals acted as a filtration media with high

Lefkowitz et al. (2016) presented a system for continuous

affinity for metals and desirable hydraulic characteristics

monitoring and adaptive control by actively managing

(Soleimanifar et al., 2016). The potential to photodegrade

system hydraulics (typically via an actuated valve

both nutrients (Rad et al., 2016) and E. coli (Wang, Feng et

controlling the outflow) based on real-time weather data.

al., 2016) though stormwater exposure to nano-titanium

The potential to optimize the design and function of

dioxide (TiO 2 ) and UV light was also demonstrated.

stormwater treatment practices through application of this

Recovery of TiO 2 nanoparticles, a concern raised in

technology was then demonstrated via a series of case

previous studies, was enhanced through combination with

studies illustrating, for example, the ability to use weather

graphene oxide nanosheets to increase the size, and thereby

forecasts to trigger releases from CSWs or rainwater

sedimentation rate and recovery potential, of TiO 2

harvesting systems to create additional storage volume for

particles. Environmental conditions under which pollutants

forecasted storm events.
Three studies highlighted current efforts to

may desorb from various filtration materials were also
investigated (Grebel et al., 2016; Huber, Hilbig, et al.,

quantify the role of urban trees in regulating stormwater

2016; Genç-Fuhrman et al., 2016). Although response

quality and quantity. Transpiration from trees was

varied by material type, these studies suggest that exposure

estimated to account for 46 to 72% of runoff outputs from a

to road salts, particularly combinations of sodium and

bioswale in Illinois, with tree species characterized by high

calcium chlorides, humic acids, and non-neutral pH, any of

stomatal conductance and large size at maturity performing

which can be expected in stormwater runoff, may promote

the best (Scharenbroch et al., 2016). In a mesocosm study

pollutant remobilization from filtration materials.

designed to mimic application of trees in tree pits or
biofilters, Denman et al. (2016) found that columns planted

One study specifically addressed design
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with trees significantly reduced stormwater dissolved

This finding suggests that, in addition to education, there is

nitrogen and phosphorus loads, while unplanted controls

a need to strengthen linkages between social norms and

acted as a nutrient source. However, leaf fall from urban

environmental stewardship to enable further progress in

trees to impervious surfaces should be managed; Selbig

stormwater management.

(2016) found that over half of the annual P load from an

Conclusions

urban watershed originated from phosphorus leached from

As evidenced by the volume of studies published in 2016,

leaves when leaf litter removal practices were not in place,

stormwater treatment and control has remained an active

compared to only 16% in a watershed in which street

area of research. While this review spanned a variety of

sweeping was employed. Other non-structural LID

topics within the realm of stormwater treatment and control

practices that were assessed in 2016 included downspout

– including general characterization of stormwater quality

disconnection, which Carmen et al. (2016) found reduced

and quantity, modeling and assessment of engineered

runoff volume by 50-99% across a wide range of rooftop

practices for stormwater treatment and control, and

loading ratios, slope, length, and soil type, and subsoiling

watershed-scale impacts of these practices – several

with organic amendments, a practice which was shown to

common research themes and needs emerged. Whether

support significantly higher infiltration rates and improved

conducted at the mesocosm or watershed scale, many

turf condition relative to standard urban landscape

studies indicated the need to improve current mechanistic

preparation of mass grading, compaction and topsoiling

understandings of stormwater pollutant transport and

(Schwartz and Smith, 2016). The authors of both studies

treatment to improve representation of these processes in

highlighted the relative effectiveness of these non-structural

models and better predict treatment performance across

practices given their low cost and marginal changes to

time and space and under a variety of environmental and

standard development strategies required to implement.

operational conditions. Such understanding will enhance

Finally, the influence of social norms on stormwater quality

efforts to optimize performance by various stormwater

was highlighted through a case study of household

treatment and control practices, which, as indicated by the

landscaping practices and preferences in a highly educated

number of papers published in 2016 focused on targeting

Florida community (Persaud et al., 2016). Despite a high

specific pollutant and hydrologic performance metrics, is

awareness among homeowners of the ecological amenity

another area of active research across the stormwater field.

value of water bodies in their communities, few

Additional testing of optimized design approaches – which

demonstrated a high willingness to change landscape

may include biological components such as vegetation

fertilization practices or support establishment of littoral

and/or physicochemical components such as specialized

vegetation, particularly if such practices were perceived to

filtration media and active hydraulic controls – at the lab

affect property value or diverge from social expectations.

and field scales is needed. A growing number of studies
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considering LID performance in tropical and arid study

Event-Based Modified NRCS Model. Water

sites and under extreme rainfall events in 2016 indicates

Resour. Manage., 30(4), 1433-1448.

increased interest to

quantify the

performance

Al Ali, S.; Bonhomme, C.; Chebbo, G. (2016). Evaluation

of

infiltration-based stormwater practices under a wide range

of the Performance and the Predictive Capacity

of climatic conditions. Finally, although only five papers in

of Build-Up and Wash-Off Models on Different

this review specifically addressed social-institutional

Temporal Scales. Water, 8(8)

aspects of stormwater management, the importance of

Al-Rubaei, A. M.; Engström, M.; Viklander, M.; Blecken,

underlying social norms and beliefs to the successful

G. (2016). Long-Term Hydraulic and Treatment

implementation and maintenance of stormwater treatment

Performance of a 19-Year Old Constructed

and control practices, particularly at the watershed scale,

Stormwater Wetland—Finally Maturated or in

continued to be emphasized and, alongside biophysical

Need of Maintenance? Ecol. Eng., 95, 73-82.
Aloisio, J.; Tuininga, A.; Lewis, J. (2016). Crop Species

factors, should continue to receive attention from the

Selection Effects on Stormwater Runoff and

research community.

Edible Biomass in an Agricultural Green Roof
Microcosm. Ecol. Eng., 88, 20-27.
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